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Abstract 
The thesis lays foundations for a topological, homotopical, and homological methodology in 
the study of monoids via the classifying space functor 1 I: CAT + TOP. 
In Section 0 basic constructions are described giving relationships between categories, 
monoid actions, and posets. An important adjunction D : CAT JC 8 CAT Cop: * is described 
that will be used extensively throughout the work. Then the classifying space functor is 
introduced and several known homotopy theoretical results are stated. Using these results, it is 
shown that when the classifying space functor is applied to the adjunction above, one gets maps 
that are homotopy equivalences. This has far-reaching implications. The (co)homology of the 
classifying spaces is then described and it is proved that this (co)homology arises from the 
comonad associated with the above adjunction. This is a direct generalization of the fact that 
the bar construction arises from an adjunction. Let X be a right M-set with M a given monoid. 
Then it is proved that H,(M, ZX) is isomormphic to the classifying space of a certain category 
naturally associated with the (M,X). The section ends with conditions under which the 
classifying spaces of a monoid is homotopy equivalent to a finite-dimensional CW-complex. 
In Section 1, it is proved that associated to every functor F: X + Y is a spectral sequence 
whose Ez,, term is HP( Yap, H,DF) and whose termination is H,+,(X, Z). Here, 
DF: Yap + CAT is the fun&or associated with F where D is as in the above adjunction. Thus, 
H,DF = H,(DF( ), Z) + AB as a functor. One should anticipate this result, since 
IXI%lDF*YIfromSectionO,andDF*Y + Y should be thought of as a categorical analogue 
of a fiber bundle with “fiber” DF. Then, using the results of Section 0, we obtain that given 
f: Cop + CAT, there exists a spectral sequence whose Ei,, term is H&Cop, HJ and whose 
termination is Hp+q(lf*CI, Z). Here, H,J:P -+ Ab is given by H4f( ) = 
H4( I f( . )I, Z). The first spectral sequence is applied to the following situation to compute the 
Euler characteristic of 1 Cl when it exists: F : C + P is a functor from C to a finite poset such that 
H,DF = 0 if q is large enough, and finitely generated otherwise. The section ends with 
conditions under which the right M-module Z where is m = 0 if m # 1 (we assume here that the 
group of units of M = {l}) is acyclic. This module is of importance in the next section. 
The last section deals with the issue of when a surmorphism is a (co)homological equivalence. 
It is shown thatf: M + N is a homology equivalence iff IDfl is acyclic. Then, it is proved that if 
f : M + N is given and Z G M is an ideal such thatf I M - Z is injective as a function, then ifflZ 
is a homology equivalence, so iff: This result, proved using the spectral sequence of Section 1, 
should be compared to the following result in homotopy theory: L%t (X, A) be an NDR pair 
and suppose f : A + B is a homotopy equivalence. Then so is f: X -+ Xq B. Then null 
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surmorphisms are defined and it is proved that these surmorphisms are (co)homology equiva- 
lences. 
0.1. Basic constructions in category theory and monoid actions 
Recall that if C and D are categories, then DC is the category whose objects are 
functorsf : C -+ D and whose arrows are given by natural transformations q: fi + fi. 
Iff : C1 + C2 is a functor, then we have an induced functor DF: DE + D? given by 
D”(f) =fF:C1 + Dandifq:f, + fi is an arrow in DE then DF(q) = qF : fi F + f2 F. 
On the other hand, if G: D1 + D2 is a functor, then we have a induced functor 
GC:DE + D$givenbyGC(f)=Gf:C + D2andifq:f, +f,isanarrowinD1,t ’ hen 
Cc(~) = Gq : Gf, + G f2. 
Now suppose C is a monoid. Then the objects of DC are representations 
f : C + Horn@, d) for some d E Obj(D). The arrows are then given as follows: if 
fi : C + Hom(d,, d,) and f2 : D -+ Hom(d2, d,) are two representations, then an 
arrow a:dI + d2 such that afi =_&a is an arrow in DC. 
In the following M will denote a monoid. 
Example 0.1.1. If D = AB, then objects in ABM are right M-modules and the arrows 
are M-linear homomorphisms. 
Example 0.1.2. If D = SET, then the objects of DM are right M-sets and the arrows are 
equivariant maps. 
Example 0.1.3. If D = Htpy the homotopy category is one whose objects are 
topological spaces and whose arrows are given by homotopy classes of maps between 
spaces. Then an object in HtpyM is given by a space X and a mapf : M + C’(X, X) 
such that f(m)f(n) is homotopic to f(mn). An arrow is given by a continuous map 
g:X + Y such that g(xm) is homotopic to g(x)m. 
Now let D = SET. Then for an object in SET”, i.e. a right M-set X, we have 
a naturally associated set of orbits Q&X) = {O(x)} where O(x) = {xmlm E M}. In the 
case where M is a group, L?,(X) is a partition of X. On the other hand, if M is 
a general monoid, Q,(X) will in general be a cover of X, since orbits can intersect 
nontrivially. 
Suppose a:fi + fi is an arrow in SET”. This is an equivariant map a: X --) Y. 
Define fJicr(a):QM(Y) by Q,(a)(O(x)) = O(a(x)). Then if 0(x,) E 0(x2), x1 = x,m 
for some m in M. Then a(xI) = a(xzm) = a(xJm and so O(a(xI)) c O(a(xz)). It is 
trivial to see that if al and a2 are composable arrows, then S;l,(aIa2) = 
f&&GMa2). 
We thus have the following proposition. 
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Proposition 0.1.4. sZM : SETM + Poset is afunctor. 
There is another way of viewing this that will be conceptually useful in what follows. 
Let X be a right M-set. Define a preorder on X by saying x < y iff there exists m E M 
so that x = ym. It is easy to see that the poset associated with this preorder is 
isomorphic to Q,(X). 
A similar construction applies to CAT. Namely, if C is a category, define a preorder 
on Obj (C) by saying c1 < c1 iff there exists an arrow a : c2 + cl. We then pass to the 
associated poset and call it Q(C). This clearly gives a functor Q: CAT + Poset. 
On the other hand, given a right M-set X, we have a naturally associated category 
X//M whose objects are given by the set X and whose arrows are given by 
m: xi -+ x2 if x2 = x1 m. It is a simple matter to check that this assignment is 
functorial in X. We denote this functor by //M : SETM + CAT. 
It is also easy to see that we have the following commutative diagram 
SETM 
Example 0.1.5. Let M act on M via the right regular representation. Then 
Q,(M) = RMM, the R-order poset induced by the R Green’s relation. Likewise, if 
M acts by the left regular representation on M, then Qp(M) = LM, the L-order poset 
induced by the L Green’s relation. Finally, let Mop x M act on M by (m, n)n’ = mn’n. 
Then Q,pxM(M) = JM, the J-order induced by the J Green’s relation. 
0.2. i%e Grothendieck-Kan-Nice-Tilson adjunction 
This is an adjunction associated with a given category C of the following form: 
CATlC 7 A CATCop. 
It is called the above because the cited mathematicians have discovered it indepen- 
dently. I shall describe it but will leave out many details not central to what follows. 
The interested reader may consult [7, 111. D : CAT IC + CATCoP is given as follows: 
If F : D + C is an object in CAT JC, then DF : Cop --f CAT is defined by DF(c) = cJF 
on objects and if a’:ci -+ c2, then DF(a’): DF(c,) -+ DF(cI) is given by 
DF(a’) (a’, d) = @‘a, d) 
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an objects and 
DF(a’) (b:(q, d,) + (az, d,)) = 6:(a’q, d,) + (a’+,&) 
on arrows. 
Next, * : CATCoP + CAT JC is defined on objects as follows: Iff: C --+ CAT, then 
Obj(f*C) = {( 9 )I c x x E Obj(f(c))}. The arrows off* C are 
(u,u):(q,q) +(c2,x2), u:cl + c2 and u:xl +$(a)~~. 
Then n, : f* C + C is given by n,( (c, x)) = c on objects and n,( (a, U) = a on arrows. 
Next, we will describe the natural transformations q : Id --+ *D and 5 : D* + Id. 
Suppose F: X + C is an object in CAT JC. Then qF: X + DF * C is given by 
I]~(x) = (F(x), (idF(+ x)) on objects and if a: x1 + x2 is an arrow in X, then 
q& : XI + ~2) = VW, d:(Fbd, (&x), ~1)) + F(G), @h, xz)) 
on arrows. It is trivial to check that nFqF = F. 
Now, suppose f~ Obj(CATCoP). Then tr: D(f* C) + f is given by r/(c): 
D(f* C)(c) + f(c) where <,(~)(a, (c’, x)) =f(u)x on Obj(D(f*C)(c)) and 
<&)(a, u):(a,, (ci, x1)) -+ (u2, (~5, x2)) =f(ul)u:f(ul)xl +$(uZ)x2 on arrows. 
0.3. The clusszjj@ng space functor, homotopy and (co)homologv 
There is a well-known functor 11: SETord + TOP, called geometric realization, 
which takes simplicial sets (actually CW-complexes) to topological spaces. Suppose 
S: OrdoP + SET is a given simplicial set. Then 
ISI = U(Ll” x S(n))/ ff ) 
where - is given by (d(u)(x), u) - (x, S(u)(u)) for a: n + m in Ord, x E A”, and 
u E S(m). 
Now, given a category C, we have a naturally associated simplicial set 
NC : Ordo* + SET given by NC(n) = Funct(n, C), the set of all functors from n, where 
n is viewed as the totally ordered set of n elements, into C (see [8]). More geomet- 
rically, NC(n) can be viewed as the set of all commutative “n-simplices” of arrows in C. 
Example 0.3.1. An element of NC(3) could be depicted diagramatically as follows: 
4 a2 a3 
cl-J - Cl - c2 - c3 
Notation. An element, 
al a2 a. 
co-cl-c2 “‘Cn-l-C”, 
of NC(n) will be denoted from here on by co[ul, u2, . . . ,a,]. 
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Note. We will denote the space I NC) by ( C 1. 
Now, since ( C I is a CW-complex, its singular homology is isomorphic to its cellular 
homology, which is given by the following chain complex: 
&:Z(lCl,) + Z(ICln-l), 
n-l 
8,(Cr~[Ul,&, . . . ,&])=C,[fQ, .-f ,&I + 1 (- lYCOC:l7 ... ,4@+13 ... ~41 
i=l 
+ (- l)“CO[Ul, ... ,a.-11, 
where Z( I C I .) denotes the free abelian group on the n-cells of ( C I. 
Example 0.3.2. Iff : M + N is a monoid homomorphism, then N is right M-set with 
the obvious action. We hence may form N//M. This category has an No* action by left 
N multiplication on the objects. It is easy to see that this is Dfwhere D is as in the 
GKNT adjunction. The homology of IDfl is given by the homology of the chain 
complex {ZN(N//M),, a,} where ZN(N//M), is the free abelian group generated by 
elements of the form n [ml, m2, . . . , m,]. In particular, for I : M + M, the identity, the 
cellular homology chain complex associated with (DZI, is just the standard bar 
resolution. 
Example 0.3.3. First consider U1 = { 1, e} where e2 = e. Then n1 (I U1 I) is determined 
by the 2-skeleton of 1 U1 I. In addition, the loop associated with e is the only possible 
generator for 7cl (I U1 I). But this loop is bound by the disk determined by the 2-simplex 
associated with [e, e]. Hence, 7r1 (IU1 I) = 0. 
I claim that / U1 I is contractible. By the Hurewicz Theorem, it is enough to show 
that I U1 I is acyclic. Denote by {Zl U1 IP, a,} the chain complex giving the cellular 
homology of ( U1 I. Then it is easy to check that D,+ I: Z( U1 I --, ZI U1 Ip+ I given by 
D,+l(Cel, . . . ,e,l)=(- l)p+‘[el, . . . ,ep,eP+ll, 
where e i = e for all i, is a chain homotopy from the identity to the zero map. 
Example 0.3.4. An aperiodic monoid, M, is a monoid such that for ever m E M, there 
exists i E Z+ such that mi+ ’ = m’. Now, every l-cell in M is indexed by some m E M. 
But then this l-cell will bound the 2-cell indexed by 1 [m’, m] where mi+ ’ = mi. Thus 
we see that aperiodic monoids have simply connected classifying spaces. 
Now, in the case where C is a group, we have that I Cl is a K(C, 1) space. Thus, from 
the point of view of homotopy theory, I Cl is not very interesting to study. On the other 
hand, even when c is a monoid, I Cl is not in general K(n, 1). In fact, in [4] it is shown 
that every d-set (a simplicial set without degeneracies). X, has the property that IX ( is 
homotopy equivalent o the classifying space of a discrete monoid! 
We now proceed to describe some of the basic results in the homotopy theory of 
classifying spaces. 
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Lemma 0.3.5 (Segal [S]). A natural transformution q: F,, + F1 between jiinctors 
Fi : X + Y, i = 0, 1, induces a homotopy 
Inl:lXlxL + IYI 
such that I~](x, i) = (Fil(x)for i = 0, 1. 
Proof. We follow Quillen’s proof. Consider the category 1 given by the following 
diagram: 
o- 1. 
Next define a functor G : X x 1 + Y given by G(x, i) = Fi(x) on objects and 
G(u:x~ + ~2, id:i + i) = Fi(U:Xl + x2), i = 0, 1, 
G(a:xl -, x2, 0 + 1) = +2)Fob) = FIWOI). 
The last equation holds since q is a natural transformation. It also implies that G is 
a functor. Then it is known that ) 1 I z h I and that IX x 21 x h JX I x 12 I. On then easily 
checks that G is the desired homotopy. 0 
Remark. In the case of monoid homomorphisms f;: : M -P N, recall that a natural 
tarT;f;;tion q :fO + fi amounts to an element n E N such thatf, (m)n = nf2(m) for 
Corollary 0.3.6 (Segal [8]). If F : X + Y has an adjoint, then (FJ is a homotopy 
equivalence. 
Corollary 0.3.7 (Segal[8]). Categories with punctual objects have contractible classify- 
ing spaces. 
We now apply Corollary 0.3.6 and the above remark to obtain the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 0.3.8. Suppose M is a monoid with a zero. Then (MI is contractible. 
Proof. Consider the obvious morphism f : M + U1. By the above example and 
corollary, it will be enough to show that f has an adjoint. Denote by z a zero in M. 
Then we have an injection g : U1 -+ M given by g(1) = 1 and g(e) = z. It is clear that 
z provides the natural transformation z: Id + gJ Also fg = Id and thus f has an 
adjoint. 0 
Applying the above corollary to the GKNT adjunction, we also obtain Proposition 
0.3.9. 
Proposition 0.3.9. Let F : X + Y be a jiinctor. Then I nrl : I XI 4 I DF * Y ( is 
a homotopy equivalence. 
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Proof. Recall that UF: X + DF * Y is given by ?I&) = (F(x), (id,, x)) on objects and 
by ?I&) = (F(a), a) on arrows. 
Define G: DF * Y + X by G(y, (a, x)) = x on objects and G((b, a):(~~, (b,, xi)) + 
(yz, (b2, x2)) = a:xl + x2. This is trivially a functor. Furthermore, GqF = 
1D:X --t X. 
Now, define T : ID + VF G by 
VY, (h 4) = (h id,): (Y, 6 4) -, VW, (id, 4). 
We must show that T is indeed a natural transformation. Suppose 
(b, a):(~~, (b,, x1)) --f (y2, (b2, x2)) is an arrow in DF * Y. Then 
T(y2, (b2, x2)) (b, 4 = (k id,,) (b, a) = (b2b, id,, DF(U4. 
On the other hand, 
The following commutative diagram then shows that 
T(~2,@2,~2))(ha) =r~G(b,~)T(~l,(bl,xl)): 
b, 
YI- WI) 
bz 
~2 - W2) 
We are then done by Corollary 0.3.6. 0 
There is also a dual result for CATCoP. 
Proposition 0.3.10. Let f : Cop + CAT be an object in CATCop. Then 1 </(c)l : 
1 D(f* C) (c)l + If(c)1 is a homotopy equivalence for all c E Obj(C). 
Proof. Recall that e,(c): D(f* C)(c) + f(c) is given by Ss(c)(u, (c’, u)) =f(u)u on 
objects and tf(c) ((a, b) : (al, c’q)) --f b2, (6, u2))) =fh)b : f(01 -+ f(d42 on 
arrows. Define G, : f(c) + D(f* C) (c) by G,(u) = (id,, (c, u)) on objects and 
G,(b : u1 -+ u2) = (id,, 4; (id,, @, ~~1) + (id,, (c, u2)) on arrows. It is clear that this is 
a functor. Also, t,(c)G, = Id:f(c) - f(c). Now, G,tf(c): D(f* C)(c) -+ D(f* C)(c) 
is given by 
G&(c) ((a, (c’, 4)) = (id,, (cJ(44) on objects, 
G&-(c) ((a, b)) = (id,,f(a)b) on arrows. 
Define S, : G&(c) + Id by 
&((a, (c’, 4)) = (a, Idf(+):(id,, (c, f(0)) -+ (a, (c’, 4). 
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We show that S, is a natural transformation. Suppose that 
(4 @:(a19 (c\, 4)) + (a29 (4, uz)) 
is an arrow in D(f * C) (c). 
Then we must show that the following diagram is commutative: 
(Id,, f(aV4 I I (a, b) 
(Id,, (c, f(uz)uz)) (a29 1dJ”2)U2) * (u2, (c;, uz)) 
But since we have ala = u2, we see that 
(~1, Id,(,,,,,) (a, b) = (ala, Id~(,,).,f(04 = (~2, f(udW. 
On the other hand, 
(Id,, f(al)b) (~2, Idfc,z).,) = (~2, f(udN 
and the diagram commutes. Thus S, is a natural transformation and we are done by 
Corollary 0.3.6. 0 
Let F: Y --t X be a functor. By the GKNT adjunction, DF: Xop -+ CAT is given by 
DF(y) = yJF on objects. We then have the following due to Quillen. 
Theorem 0.3.11 (Quillen [6]). Suppose F :X + Y is such that for every arrow 
~:YI -+ yzin Y,lul:l~dFI + IYIPI -, IYIU’I is a homotopy equivalence. Then there 
is along exact sequence of homotopy groups: 
... + Ai+l(lYlf’O + ~i+l(lXI) + ~i+l(lYI) + 4lYlFI) + **. 
Corollary 0.3.12. (Quillen [6]). 1f I yJF) is contractiblefor all y E Obj (Y ), then I FI is 
a homotopy equivalence. 
Remark. Suppose f: M --* N is a monoid homomorphism. Then note that 
Df = N//M, equipped with the obvious contravariant action by N. The hypotheses of 
the above theorem do not always hold in this case. Consider f: M + N where 
M = { 1, ~1, ~2} with Uiaj = Ui and N = (1, e> with ez = e andf(ai) = e. Then, since 
M and N consist of idempotents, it is easy to see that rrl (( M I) = xl (IN 1) = 0. On the 
other hand, by a simple long exact sequence argument applied to I M I G I Df 1, it is 
easy to see that xl(lDf I) = Z. Since IN I is contractible by the above example, we see 
that the conclusion of the above theorem does not hold. 
However, we do have the following proposition. 
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Proposition 0.3.13. Suppose F: X -+ G is a jiunctor where G is a group. Then there is 
a long exact sequence; 
... + ni+l(lDFI) + ni+l(lXI) -+ ni+l(lGI) + ~i(IDf’I) + ‘.. * 
Proof. First note that in this case DF is the category given by Obj(DF) = Gx Obj(X) 
and a: (gl, x1) + (g2, x2) iff a: x1 + x2 and g2 = g1 F(a). 
Now, suppose DF(g): DF + DF is given. Then consider the comma category 
(g’, x)JDF(g). Since G is a group, we get that there exists a unique g” such that 
g’ = gg”. Now we claim that (id,, (g”, x)) is initial in (g’, x)JDF(g). Suppose (a, (h, y)) is 
an object in (g’, x) JDF(g). Then a : x + y and g’F(a) = gg”F(a) = gh. But this implies 
that g”F(a) = h and we get an arrow a: (id,, (g”, x)) + (a, (h, x)). It is clear that it is 
also the only arrow from (id,., (g”, x)) to (a, (h, x)). We are then done by Corollaries 
0.3.12 and 0.3.7. 0 
There is a dual theorem to Theorem 0.3.11. 
Proposition 0.3.14. Suppose F : Y Op + CAT is such that for every a: yl + y2 in Y, 
I F(a)1 : ( F(y2)l + I F(yl)l is a homotopy equivalence then we have a long exact sequence: 
*a’ + ~i(lF(Y)I) + nitIF* Yl) + ni(lYI) + ~i-1(If’(Y)I) + ... . 
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram: 
D(F* Y)(Yz) 
F(Yz) 
'F(Y~) 
W* Y)(a) 
I I 
F(a) 
W*Y)(YI) *F(YI) 
F(YI) 
By proposition 0.3.10, JD(F * Y)( a is a homotopy equivalence iff IF(a)1 is. The )I 
proposition then follows from Theorem 0.3.11 and Proposition 0.3.10. 0 
Corollary 0.3.15. Denote by MO N the wreath product of M with N. Then if 
F: N + End(Map(N, M)) is such that 
IWI : IMwW, MN -, IMap(N, MI 
is a homotopy equivalence for every a E N, then we have a long exact sequence: 
*** + @~i+l(IMI) + ~i+l(lM”NI) + ni+l(lNI) + @ri(IMI) + 1.. 3 
where @ Ki(MI) d enotes O(N) copies of7~(lMI) (o(N) is the order of N). 
Proof. The wreath product M 0 N is easily seen to be F * N. If N acts through 
homotopy equivalences on Map(N, M), then by Proposition 0.3.14, we obtain a long 
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exact sequence: 
... + ~i(lMaPW,M)I) 4 T(lMoNl) + ~i(lNl) + ni-l(IMap(N,M)I) + ... . 
But then Map(N, M) = @M. q 
Example 0.3.16. Suppose IM I is contractible. Then, since classifying spaces of discrete 
monoids are CW-complexes, we see by the above corollary that I M 0 N I is homotopy 
equivalent o IN I. For example, we have that I U1 0 MI E I M I. 
Example 0.3.17. Given a group G and a monoid M, there is always a long exact 
sequence: 
where @Xi(lMI) d enotes the K-fold direct sum of ni(l MI) and K is the order of G. 
This is clear from Propositions 0.3.13 and 0.3.10. But lG1 is a K(G, 1) space and we 
obtain a short exact sequence: 
0 + ni(lMI) + ni(lMoGl) + r~([Gl) -+ 0 
and isomorphisms eni N ni( I M 0 G() f or i > 1. In particular, note that 1 M oG( is 
a K(G, 1) space if I MI is contractible. 
It should be clear by now that at least the (co)homology theory of ICI really had 
nothing to do with the actual topology of 1 Cl. Indeed, the homology of C is given by 
the chain complex {ZNCi, ai} associated with the simplicial set NC. This suggests that 
we define the homology of a given category C without reference to 1 Cl. This can be 
done as follows: Suppose F: C + Al? is given. Then the homology of C with coeffi- 
cients in F is the homology of the following chain complex: 
with ap: A(C, F), -+ A(C, F)P given by 
a& co Cal 7 % ? . . . ,a,l) = (&4x, CIC~Z, a3, . . . ,a,11 
p-1 
+ C (- l)i(X,COCal, es* ,%&+l, ... ,apl) 
i=l 
+ ( - UPC% CocaI, .** ,a,-II). 
We will denote this homology theory by H,(C, F). In particular, one easily sees that in 
the case where C is a monoid, then F : M -+ AB is just a right M-module and we have 
the standard homology theory of monoids. 
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0.4. The (co)homology of categories as a triple (co)homology 
Recall that adjunctions (or comonads associated with adjunctions) give rise to 
simplicial objects in functor categories (see [S]). In the case of the GKNT adjunction, 
this amounts to a simplicial object in AA, where A = CATCop. The sequence of 
endofunctors in the simplicial object is {L”} where L” = (II*)” and, by evaluation on 
an object in CATCap, we obtain a simplicial object in CATCop. 
Let us consider the case where we evaluate L” at D(Idc). Then it is not difficult to see 
that L”(D(Id,)): Cop + CAT is given by the following: 
Obj(L”-‘(D(Id,-))(c)) = c -% c a, c & 
4 ... ------+c 
= cCal, a2, . . . ,a,l. 
An arrow between 
4 a2 a. 
c- Cl - c2 ... - C” 
and 
h bz b. 
c-dI-d2 --a Ad,, 
is a diagram of the following form: 
~<~e’-“~‘;;;.. Lt” 
b, dI-d2-d3 .‘. ---+d, 
bz bs b. 
Then if a : c’ + c is an arrow in C, 
L”- ‘(D(Idc))(a): L”- ‘(D(Idc))(c) + L”- ‘(D(Id,))(c’) 
is given by c[aI, . . . , a,,] + c’[aaI, . . . , a,] on objects and the labels on the arrows do 
not change. 
Next, following the notation on p. 177 of [S], we see that 
di(D(Idc)): L”(D(Idc)) + L”- ‘(D(Idc)) 
is given by 
on objects. 
Now let F: CAT + SET and Z : SET -+ AB denote the forgetful functor on objects 
and the free abelian group functor respectively. Then we have (ZF)‘““: 
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CATCoP + ABCoP. Since ABCoP is an AB-category, we can set 
8A = i ( - l)‘di(D(Id,)):(ZF)Co” (L”(D(Idc))--+ (ZF)‘“” (L”-‘@(Id,)) 
i=l 
and get a resolution in the sense of homological algebra. 
Define the tensor productfunctor over C as follows: 
& : ABC x ABCaP - AB 
to be F &G = Z(F(c) x G(c))/ N where (xa, y) N (x, ay) for x E F(c,), y E G(Q), and 
a : cl --* c2. It is easy to check that Oc is a bifunctor. In particular, note that if 
F E Obj(ABC) is given, then F @c( ) : ABCoP + AB is a functor. 
Given such an F, we define the GKNT homology of C with coefJicients in F, 
K,(C, F), to be the homology of the chain complex {F &(ZF)C”‘(L”(D(Id)), 
F @c P}. We then have the following theorem. 
Theorem 0.4.1. H,(C, F) = K,(C, F). 
Proof. We will show that the chain complexes are isomorphic. 
First, define gn: F @c(ZF)Cop @“@(Id,)) + A,(C, F) by g,(u &c[q, . . . ,a,+i]) 
= (ua1, clC% *** ,a,+, I). It is trivial to check that this is well defined. I claim that 
this is a chain map of degree 0. 
n 
+ c (- w%clC~2, ... ,“iui+l, a.0 ,a,+11) + (- l)n+l(%clC&, ... ,&I. 
i=2 
On the other hand, 
gn-JOc&%&~C~l, . . . ,a,+,l) 
=gn-l(~OccC~l~z, ... ,a,+11) 
+ i$2 (- l)ign-l(uOCcCul~ **f 9”iui+l, ... ,&+11) 
+ (- ~)n+lgn-l(UOccC~l, *** 941) 
= 9°Clhl @cc1Ca2, ... ,%+11) 
+ i$2 ( - l)‘&-1(~63,cC~1, ... 9”iui+19 ... y&+1 I) 
+ (- l)n+lg”-l(UOccCal, . . . ,a.]) 
= &gn(~OccC~l, *.* ,%.ll). 
Thus g* is a chain map of degree 0. 
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Then, define h, : A,(C, F) + F &(ZF)Cop (L”(D(Idc)) by 
h”(% 44, ... ,a.]) = UOCCC1,%, ... ,&J). 
We then have 
FOcPh,(u,c[a,, ... ,a,l)=uOccC~,, ... ,%I) 
II-1 
+ iTI (- l)i(uOCC[l,~l~ ... ,aiui+l, ... vanI) 
+ ( - l)“(UOcCC1,~1, ... ,a,-II). 
On the other hand, 
h,-1U%cC&, ... ,%I) = h,-I(% Occ1C% ... ,a,11 
n-l 
+ i:l (- l)‘Ll(uOCCCal, ... vWi+l, *** Y&J) 
+ (- l)“h,-I(uOccC~I, ... ,a,-II). 
Then, h,g, : F @c(ZF)COP (L”(D(Id,)) -+ F @c(ZF)COp (L”(D(Id,)) is given by 
g,(UOcc[al, ... ,a,+J) = ~~IOcccL~I, ...,a,+11 
= UOccC&,% *.* ,4+11 
by the definition of the tensor product. 
Also, g.h.:A,(C, F) + A,(C, F) is given by 
Snh,(% cc&, ... ,a,]) = gn(u @cccl, al, **a ,hJ) = u OcCC6, ... ,a,]. 
This concludes the proof. 0 
Now consider the following coefficients for C: Fc: C + AB given by F,(c) = Z for 
every c E Obj(C) and if a : cl + c2, then Fe(u) = Id : Z -P Z maps generator to gener- 
ator. We then have the following proposition. 
Proposition 0.4.2. H,( 1 C 1, Z) = K,(C, F,). 
Remark. We also for every F E Obj (AB ““) an associated functor 
Hom( , F) : ABCoP + AB. Then the GNKT cohomology of C with coejkients in F, 
K*(C, F), is the homology of the chain complex {Hom((ZF)Cop(L”(D(Idc)), F)), 
Hom(at, F)}. 
We would like to make a connection between cohomology with local coefficients in 
the sense of classical algebraic topology and GKNT co-homology. 
Let X be a topological space and n,(X) denote the fundamental groupoid of X. 
Then a system of local coejicients for X is by definition a functor F : IIf, (X) + AB. 
Denote by C”(X, F) the set of all functions c which assign, to each singular simplex 
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u: A” + X, an element c(u) E F(eo)). Then C”(X, F) becomes a group under addition 
of functional values. We define the coboundary operator #‘+I : C”(X, F) -+ 
C”+‘(X, F) by 
( - l)‘P(C)(U) = F(Ul)-‘C(aoU) + i ( - l)‘c(diu). 
i=l 
(Here u1 denotes the equivalence class of u( [e,,, el]) in n,(X) where [eo, ei] is the 
“first” edge in a”+‘.) It is easy to check that 6”+26”+ ’ = 0, Then the cohomology of 
X with local coefficients in F, H*(X, F), is by definition the homology given by the 
above chain complex. 
It is known (see [14] for instance) that in the case where X is CW-complex, then the 
cohomology H*(X, F) can be computed from the CW-structure equipped with the 
pull-back local coefficient structure on each n-cell. We will describe this in the case 
where X = 1 Cl. We will also denote by (cc, [al, . . . , a,]) the n-cell in 1 C 1 indexed by 
coral, *.* ,%Il. 
Now, for a given category C, note that we have a functor pc : C + fZ, (C) given by 
p&c) = c E 1 Cl0 E 1 Cl on objects and pc(a : cl -+ c2) is the equivalence class of the 
path determined by a in [Cl. We also have a corresponding opposite functor 
Cop : Cop + LI, (C)Op N Li’, (1 Cl). These functors induce: 
ABPc:AB”“lcl) + ABC, 
ABPCOP: /&L(lCI) + ABCoP. 
By a slight abuse of notation, if F E Obj(AB”“lCIJ), we will denote by F and F-’ its 
image under the above two functors respectively. 
Now, denote by G”(C, F) the set of all functions u that assign to each 
(Co[%, ... ,a,]) an element of F(Q). Then we have a coboundary operator 
P+i : G”(C, F) --, G”+ ‘(C, F) given by 
~n+‘(u)(c&l, . . . ,a,+J) = Fh)-‘W1(C~,, . . . ,~,+ll)) 
+ jl (- wJm-% .‘. ~“iui+l~ ... ?%+ll) 
+ ( - l)“+‘u(c()[ul, . . . ,a,]). 
Once again, it is easy to check that 6”+2 8” ’ = 0. The homology groups of the above 
complex are isomorphic to H*( 1 Cl, F). 
We then obtain the dual theorem to Theorem 0.4.1. 
Theorem 0.4.3. H*(ICI, F) N K*(C, F-‘) where the right-hand side is the GKNT 
cohomology of C with coejficients in F-‘. 
Proof. For simplicity of notation, we will denote 
ABC”. Now to prove the theorem, we will show 
isomorphic to {G*(C, F), S*] as chain complexes. 
by L”(C), (ZF)Cop(LR(D(IdC)) E 
that {Horn&*(C), F-l), S*} is 
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First, define g”: G”(C, F) + Horn@“(C), F-‘) by the following formula: 
g”(u)(coC%, ... ,%,Il) = ~(~I)-‘~(cIC~z, ... ,a,+,l). 
First we must show that g”(u) E Hom(L”(C), F-l). Suppose that a: cb + co. Then 
g”(u)(L”(C)(a)(coCal, ..* ,a,]) = s”(wICa~I, az, *.. ,4I+,l) 
= F(~~I)-~~cICQZ, . . . ,a,+111 
= F(a)-‘F(al)-‘u(clCaz, . . . ,an+zl) 
= FW’g”(Wo[a~, . . . ,a,+d). 
This shows that g”(u) is indeed a natural transformation from L”(C) to F-l, i.e., an 
element of Hom(L”(C), F- ‘). Next we claim that g* is a chain map. First, we compute 
P+ ‘g”(u) as follows: 
P+lgn(U)(CO[ul, .. . ,%+zl) = g”(4(~“+l(coC~l, ..- ,G+zl)) 
n+l 
= i:l ( - l)ig”(~)(cOCul, ... ,“iui+l, **. 7%+21) 
+ (- ~)n+zcf(u)(cOCal, **. ,%+11) 
= F-‘(a,~2)4~2Cas, . . . ,an+zl) 
n+1 
x C (- l)‘F-‘(al)u(cl[~2, *.. ,Uiai+l, ... ,an+~_I) 
i=l 
x( - l)n+2 f’-‘(4b(coCaz, . . . ,a,+dh 
On the other hand, we have 
15n+1dn+1(t4)(C0[ul, . . . ,a,+,]) 
= F-‘(u,)G”+‘(u)c,[u2, . . . ,un+J) 
= F-‘(al)F-‘(u2)~(~2Caz, . . . ,4+21) 
PI+1 
X iT2 (- ~)‘F-‘(~I)~(cIC~~, ... ,ai%+l, ... t&+21) 
x( - 1)n+2 F-‘(0(coCa,, . . . ,a,+d. 
Therefore g* is a chain map. 
Next define h”: Hom(L”(C), F-l) + G”(C, F) by the following formula: 
wmoC%, ... ,a,+,l) = ~(coCL~1, ... ,a,+,l), 
~“+lh”(u)(co[ul, . . . ,&+,I) = ~-‘(Qw)(clC~2~ ... ,%+21) 
n+1 
+ & (- l)i~“(~)(cO[~l~ ... ~“i~i+l~ ..f ,4+21) 
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+ (- l)“+2wwoC~l, ..* ,c,+11) 
= ~-‘(~l)~(clCf, a,, . . . ,~+21) 
II+1 
+ igl ( - l)iv(clJC1,~l~ *.. 9”iui+l, ..* ,&+21) 
+ ( - 1)“+2&c1, al, *.* ,%,ll) 
+ (- 1)“+2t&cl,al, -1. ,%+11) 
= &Co1, a23 .-. ,%+,I) 
II+1 
+ i;l ( - l)iu(cOC1,ol~ ... ,“iui+l, *** ,4+21) 
+ (- ~)“+2~(%cL~l, ... ,%+,I). 
On the other hand, 
h”+16”+1(u)(CO[ul, . . . ,6I+21) = ~“+l~~)(dL~l, ... ,a,+211 
= ~ChC~l, a27 **. ,&+21) 
n+l 
+ i?l ( - 1)‘U(c0[1, al, ... ,QR+l, 1.. 3%+21) 
+ ( - 1)“+24cocL al, ... ,u,+11). 
Thus h* is a chain map. Finally, 
h”g”(u) (c0 Cal 3 . . * ,%+11) = g”(a)(ciJcl,~l, ... ,%+11) 
= F-‘(l)u(c,C%, **. ,&+11) 
= a(coCa1, **. ,a,+11). 0 
Now let F: IZ, (M) + AB be a local coefficient system for M. Let * denote the 
object of M. Then F( *) becomes a right and left n,(M) module. Thus, it pulls back to 
become an M-module. 
The following is a generalization of [14, Theorem 3.5*]. 
Corollary 0.4.4. Hq( (M 1, F( *)) N Ext&(Z, F(*)). 
Proof. Note that L”(M) is the standard bar resolution of 2 by ZM-modules. Then 
apply Theorem 0.4.3. 0 
Denote by Z : SET -+ AB the free abelian group functor. For a monoid M we then 
have Z”: SETM + ABM . We interpret this as M-sets get mapped to M-modules. On 
the other hand, we have l/M: SETM + CAT given by X + X//M. The following 
lemma, although easy, is central to what follows. 
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Key Lemma. Hi(M, ZX) = Hi( IX//Ml, Z) for i > 0. 
Proof. The left-hand side is the homology of the chain complex {ZX @ZM Xi, 8i) 
where Xi denotes the standard bar resolution of M. On the other hand, the right-hand 
side is the homology of the chain complex (Z( IX//MIi), ai} where Z( IX//Ml,) is the 
free abelian group on x [ml, . . . , mi] .
Now define the following morphism, 
~:ZXo,,Xi- z(lX//Mlih 
byfi(x OzMm[mI, . . . ,mJ) =f(xm OZM [ml, . . . ,mJ) = xm[mI, . . . ,mJ. It is trivial 
to check that this is well defined and gives rise to a O-degree chain map 
f,:ZX@z~Xz,z + z(lX//MI,). 
The inverse of f, is given by gi : Z( I X//MI,) + ZX @ZM Xi where 
SibCm~, ... ,mi]) = xC3.m lCmI, . . . ,mil. 0 
0.5. Finiteness conditions 
We will be interested in conditions under which a finite monoid M has the property 
that ) M I is homotopy equivalent o a finite CW-complex. 
Definition 0.5.1. We say that a space X satisfies D, iff the following two conditions 
hold: 
(a) Let 8 denote the universal cover of X. Then 
Hi(_A?, Z) = 0 if i > n. 
(b) For all local coefficients F, H”+ ‘(X, F) = 0. 
We then have the following theorem stated without proof. 
Theorem 0.5.2. Let n > 3. A space X is homotopy equivalent to a CW-complex of 
dimension < n iff X satisJies D,. 
Proof. See [13, p. 1521. 0 
Now, in the case of a finite monoid, M, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 0.5.3. Let zl:M + zl()MI) be the natural morphism. Then 
P:l~l(IMI)//Ml + IMJ is the universal cover ofM. 
Proof. All that is needed to prove is that q (I MI) acts on InI( I MI)//MI by covering 
transformations and that I nl (I M 1)//M I is simply connected. 
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But the action of rrl(lMl) on rrl(IMl)//M induces an action of 7t1((MJ) on 
In1 (I MI)//Mj which covers IMJ. It is also trivial to see that P restricted to the k-skeleton 
evenly covers the k-skeleton, so P : 1 n1 (( M 1)//M + I M I is indeed a covering space. 
To show that (7ti( IM ()//Ml is simply connected, note that by Proposition 0.3.13, we 
obtain a long exact sequence of homotopy groups: 
+ ~i(l~1(IMI)//MI) + ni(lMI) + ~i(~i(lMI)) + ~i-1(1~1(IMI)//MI) + ... . 
Now, note that ~~~((n~(lMl)l) = 7t1(lMl) and that 
~I(IMI) -+ n(l~~(lMl)l) 
is an isomorphism. Furthermore, rcl (I Ml) is a K(rcr (I MI), 1) space. It follows that 
lrcl(l MJ)//MI is simply connected. 0 
Thus, using Lemma OS.3 and Theorem 0.4.3, we obtain the following proposition. 
Proposition 0.54. Let n > 3. Then IMJ is homotopy equivalent to a CW-complex of 
dimension < n ifs M satisjes the following two conditions: 
(1) Hi(M, ZTC~(IMI)) = 0 for i > n. 
(2) H”+l(M, F) = Ofor all left nl(lMl) modules. 
Proof. (1) follows from Lemma 0.5.3 and the Key Lemma. (2) follows from Theorem 
0.52 and Theorem 0.4.3. 0 
Notation. The above two conditions will be collectively called Db. 
Corollary 0.5.5. Suppose M has a simply connected classifying space. Then for n > 3, 
M is homotopy equivalent to a CW-complex with dimension < n ifs 
(1) H,(M, Z) = 0 jior all i > n, 
(2) H”+l(M, Z) = 0. 
Proof. In this case 1 MI is the universal cover of itself. Hence condition D,(a) becomes 
condition (1) above. Now, since x1( I M I) = 0, we see that a left ni( (MI) module is 
simply an abelian group F. We are then done by the Universal Coefficient The- 
orem. 0 
Remark. Note that by Example 0.3.4, the above corollary applies to aperiodic 
monoids. 
1. Spectral sequences in category and monoid theory 
1.1. A spectral sequence associated with functors 
Let F: X + Y be a functor between small categories. Then since DF : Y Op + CAT, 
we obtain IDFI: Yap --f TOP given by IDFl(y) = JDF(y)l on objects and if 
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a:yl -+ y2, then lDFl(a) = IDF(a)l: IDF(y,)l + JDF(yI)l. We thus obtain a sequence 
of abelian functors H,DF : Y Op + AB given by H,DF(y) = Hp(IDF(y)l, 2) on objects 
andifa:yr -+ ~2,then H,Wa) = H,(l~F(a)l):H,(l~F(~~)l, 2) -, ~,(I~~(ydl, Z). 
We then have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1.1. Given afunctor F : X -P Y between small categories, there is a spectral 
sequence whose Ei,, term is H,(Y’“, H,DF) and whose termination is H,+,(lXl, Z). 
The idea of the proof is derived from some constructions in [6]. 
Definition 1.1.2. A bisimplicial set is a functor 
S: OrdoP x Ord”P -+ SET, 
i.e., an object in Set”‘dOPXordo’. 
Recall the geometric realization functor I I : SETordoP -+ TOP. This induces 
Thus, since SETordoP x OrdoP N (SETordOP)ordOP as categories, a bisimplicial set gives 
rise to two simplicial spaces. They are q --* IP --) S(P, 41 and p + lq -+ S(p, 41 which 
will be denoted by S1 and S2 respectively. In addition, the diagonal functor d : 
OrdoP ---f OrdoP x OrxVP given by A(n) = (n, n) on objects and A(6) = (6,6) on arrows 
induces a functor SETd : SETordoPx Ordo” --t SETordoD. Then denote by A(S) the sim- 
plicial set SET d(S). 
Now there is a geometric realization functor ) I : TOPord + TOP defined in a man- 
ner analogous to the realization functor for simplicial sets. We then have the following 
result due to Tornehave. 
Proposition 1.1.3 (Tornehave [12]). ISI 1, IS21 and I A( are homotopy equivalent. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1.1. Consider the category given by DF # Y whose objects are 
diagrams of the form 
b 
Y - F(x) 
and whose arrows are given by commutative diagrams of the following form: 
In [6] it is shown that I DF # Y I is homotopy equivalent o IX 1. 
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Next, consider the bisimplicial set S(F) : 0rd”P x 0rd”P + SET given by 
S(F)@, m) = (yoCb1, *** ,b”l, xoca1, ... ,%ll), 
F(ar:xo + x1) = b,:y,_, + y,. 
Then it is clear that I A(S(F))I N ,, IDF # Y (. 
Now, W%(n) = u IW~)l,ta, ,a,,~ the disjoint union ranges over n paths that 
terminate at y. But now, by a theorem of Segal (see [II]), there is a spectral sequence 
whose E&t term is K,(H,(S(F),)) and whose termination is HP+& IS(F),I) where 
K,(H,(S(F),)) denotes the homology of the simplicial abelian group H,(S(F),). But 
this is clearly the same as H,(YoP, H,DF). 0 
Corollary 1.1.4. L&f: yap + CAT be given. Then we have a spectral sequence whose 
Es,, term is H,(YoP, HJ) and whose termination is H,+,(lf* Y I). Here 
HJ: Yap + Al3 is given by H,f(y) = H,(lf(y)l, 2) on objects if a:yl + y2 is an 
arrow, then 
HJ(4 = H&4, z):HJlf(~2)l, Z) + Hqtf(~dl~ Z). 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 1.1.1 and Proposition 0.3.10. 17 
Corollary 1.15 Given two monoids M and N, we have a spectral sequence whose Ei,4 
term is H,(NoP, H,(Map(N, M), Z)) and whose termination is Hr+JM 0 N, Z). 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 1.1.4 and the fact that M 0 N =j* N where 
f: N + End(Map(N, n/l)). 0 
Remark. There are obvious dual theorems for cohomology spectral sequences. 
1.2. Euler characteristics 
Definition 1.2.1. Suppose {X,, a,} is a finite chain complex. Then the Euler character- 
istic of {X,, a,> is defined by x(X) = C1 t o( - l)‘rank(XJ. 
Proposition 1.2.2. Let {X,, a,} be a jinite chain complex. Then x(X) = 
C I 2 o ( - 1)‘raWHi(X)), w h ere Hi(X) denotes the ith homology group of the complex. 
Proof. Well known, classical, and can be found, for instance, in [lo]. q 
Now, suppose a given chain complex {X,, a,} is chain homotopic to a finite chain 
complex {Y,, a,}. Then we define the Euler characteristic of{X,, a,} to be the Euler 
characteristic of {Y,, a,}. Since chain homotopy is an equivalence relation on the set 
of chain complexes, and a chain homotopy induces an isomorphism on homology, we 
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see by Proposition 1.2.2 that this definition is independent of the finite representative 
(Y*, a*>. 
In the case of a topological space S, the Euler characteristic of S, x(S), if it exists, is 
equal to the Euler characteristic of the simplicial chain complex giving the homology 
of S. At least the set of spaces that are homotopy equivalent o a finite CW-complex 
will have Euler characteristics defined for them. 
Similarly, we define the Euler characteristic of a category C, x(C), if it exists, to be 
the Euler characteristic of 1 Cl. For monoids, the Euler characteristic will be defined for 
the set of monoids satisfying condition 0; for n > 3. 
In what follows, all categories considered will have finitely many objects and 
arrows. 
Now, letf : X + Y be a functor. For each y E Obj (Y ), denote by #,(y) the number 
of paths of length n that terminate at y. In other words, #,(y) is the cardinality of 
a, a 
Yn----+Y,-Ia 
a1 
... y,-y. 
Definition 1.2.3. We say that a category C has finite homological dimension if there 
exists n E Z+ such that for all F: C + A& H,(C, F) = 0 for all m > n. 
Proposition 1.2.4. Suppose F: X + Y is a functor from a category into a poset with 
HJ[DF(y)l, Z)Jinitely generatedfor all p and H,(IDF(y)(, Z) = 0 ifq is large enough. 
Then we have the following formula: 
X(X) = C (- 1)” C #i(Y)Bj(lDF(Y)lh 
i+j=n Y~ObjO’) 
where Bj(loF(y)l) = rank(Hj(IDF(y)l, Z)). 
Proof. By hypothesis, we see that (Ei, 8,) where Ei = @i+j=nEiZ,j is a finite com- 
plex, i.e., Ei = 0 for n large enough. Thus, by Proposition 1.3.2, we have ~(1x1) = 
C i+j=n 2 o( - l)“rk(E&). NOW, for i > 0, 
rk(EE j) = rk(Hi(Y “9 HjDF)) = rk(Ker a,‘,]) - rk(Im ai”, r,j) 
and 
rk(Ei,j) = 1 rUHj(IDF(y)l,Z) - Wm@+1,j), 
wObj(y) 
where 
ah: @ Hj(lDF(Y)l),Z) + 
Y[Ol, ,a1 
yIa, oa,_ , Hj(l~F(Y)l)v Z) 
> 3.1 
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is the boundary operator. But then for i > 0, 
rk(Kerazj) = rk @ Hj(IoR(y)l)y Z) - rk(ImJi:j) 
Y[Ol, .,.,&I 
= C #i(y)Bj(lDF(Y)l) - Wm&fj). 
wW0’) 
Thus, 
rk(EEj) = C #i(Y)Bj(lDf’(y)l) - rk(Ima?j) - Wmai’,l,j) 
y~Obj(Y) 
for i > 0. 
Hence by the fact that we have a telescoping summation, we obtain 
Xtx)= 1 (- l)” 1 #i(Y)Pj(lDF(Y)l)* 0 
i+j=n YeWO’) 
Example 1.2.5. Suppose M has finite homological dimension and X is a finite right 
M-set with I X//M I homotopy equivalent o a finite CW-complex. Then consider the 
functor & : X//M + Q,(X) as in Section 0. Then by Proposition 1.2.4, 
X(X//M) = C ( - lF+j C #i(o(X))Dj(lO(x)//MI), 
i+j=n CJ (9 
where #i(O(X)) is the number of nested sequences of the form 
O(X) C 0(X,) E “’ G O(Xi) 
and bj( 10(x)//M I) = rank(Hj(M, ZO(z))). 
Example 1.2.6. Suppose f : M + N is a monoid homomorphism and R, : RM -+ RN is 
the induced map between the respective R-order posets. Then we have 
x(RMM) = C ( - I)‘+’ 1 #i(Nn)Bj(lRI(Nn)l, Z)v 
i+j=n Nn 
where #i(Nn) is the number of nested sequences of the form 
Nn E Nnl E Nnz c *.. c INni 
and Rs_l(Nn) denotes the subposet of Ricr given by the (Mm’1 Mm’ E Mm for all 
ME R;‘(Nn)}. 
Corollary 1.2.7. Suppose F: X -+ Y satisjies the conditions of Proposition 1.2.4 and 
that in addition the spaces IDF(y)l all have the same homology and are homotopy 
equivalent to a$nite CW-complex. Then x(X) = x(Y )~(JDF(y)l)for any y E Y. 
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Proof. By Proposition 1.2.4 we have 
Xtx) = 1 ( - lJi+jC #i(Y)Bj(lDF(Y)O. 
i+j=n Y 
But since pj( IDF(y)l) is independent of y, it factors out of the inner summation, and 
we get 
x(X) = C ( - l)‘+j#iflj(lDF(Y)l) = C ( - 1)’ #i l)jbj(lDF(Y)l) 
i+j=n ( i20 I( 
jz, ( - 
) 
for any fixed y and where #i is the number of i-chains in Y. But since Y is a finite 
poset, we see that 
t(Y)= C (-l)‘#i. 0 
i20 
1.3. Acyclicity conditions for Z” and the R-order poset 
For a given monoid M denote by M, r the ideal of elements f below one. Then 
M acts on Z on the right by na = 0 if a E M, and na = n otherwise. To distinguish this 
ZM-module from the usual “trivial” action of ZM on Z, we denote this module by Z”. 
Note. In the following, all monoids M will have the property that M - M, = 1. 
In the next section, we will be interested in cases where Z” is an acyclic module. One 
way of recovering the homology of Z” from ZM itself is by considering the following 
short exact sequence of right ZM-modules: 
O-ZM<-ZM- ZM/ZM< - 0. 
It is clear that ZM/ZM N Z” as modules. Also, by the Key Lemma, 
Hi(M, ZM) = Hi( I M//M I, Z) for i > 0. Since 1 E M is an initial object for M//M, we 
see that ) M//M ( is contractible and hence is acyclic. Therefore, ZM is acyclic and by 
the long exact homology sequence, we obtain the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.3.1. Hi(M, Z”) N Hi-l(M, ZM,) 2: Hi-1(IM<//MI, Z). 
Denote by RM the R-order poset for M,. Then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.3.2. Z” is acyclic ifI RM < 1 and ZmM are acyclic for all principal right ideals 
mA4. 
Proof. We have a projection Q : M, ffM + RM as described in Section 0. It is easy to 
see that if [m] denotes an R-class represented by m, then DC?( [m]) = mM//M. 
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Furthermore, if [mz] > [ml], then DQ( [mz] > [ml]) : ml M//M + m2M//M is just 
the inclusion on objects. 
Now, by Theorem 1.1.1, there is a spectral sequence whose Es,, term is 
H,(R$‘, H,DQ) are whose termination is HP+,J1 MC//MI, 2). Therefore, Es,, = 0 if 
4 > 0 by the acyclicity assumption on ZmM and Ez,, = H,((IRzI), Z) = 
ZfP(IRMl, Z) = 0 by the acyclicity assumption on IRMl. Hence, H,(I MC//MI, Z) = 0 
and by the above proposition, Z” is acyclic. 0 
Also, supposef : M-B N is a homology equivalence in the sense that if E is any right 
ZN-module, the induced map H,(f, E): H,(M, E) + H,(N, E) is an isomorphism. 
Then we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.3.3. Suppose that ZmM is ZM acyclic fur all m E M and ZnN is Zn 
acyclic for all n E N. Then the induced map 
H,((INf)l), z):~,(IM), Z)- H,(I&vI), Z) 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram: 
M<IfM - N4IN 
Then since f is a homology equivalence, we see by Proposition 1.3.1 that when we 
apply the homology functor to the top arrow in the above diagram, we get an 
isomorphism. 
Associated with the vertical arrows are spectral sequences whose Ei,, terms for 
q > 0 by our acyclicity assumptions. Thus when we apply the homology functor to the 
vertical arrows we get isomorphisms. Thus, when we apply the homology functor to 
the bottom horizontal arrow, we get an isomorphism. 0 
2. (Co)homology equivalences and null surmorphisms 
2.1. (co)homology equivalences and the Key Lemma 
Recall that a monoid homomorphismf: M -+ N is said to be a homology (resp. 
cohomology) equivalence if for all right (resp. Ieft) ZN modules E, 
H,(f, E) : H,(M, E) + H,(N, E) is an isomorphism 
(resp. H*(1; E):H*(N, E) + H*(M, E) is an isomorphism). 
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By a corollary of the Mapping Theorem in homological algebra (see [3, p. 1891, 
a surmorphism f: M-W N is a (co)homology equivalence iff Hi(M, ZN) = 0 for all 
i > 0. (Here we view N as a right M-set via&) Thus by the Key Lemma, we obtain the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 2.1.1. A surmorphism f: M + N is a (co)homology equivalence if IDfl is 
acyclic as a topological space. 
Proof. Hi(M, ZN) = Hi(J N//MI), Z) = Hi( IDfl, Z) by the Key Lemma, SO we are 
done by the above remarks. 0 
Example 2.1.2. Consider the natural projection P : M 0 N-B N. Then by proposition 
0.3.10, we see that 1DFl N ,, IMap(N, M)l. Therefore P is a (co)homology equivalence 
iff I M I is acyclic. For example, P : U1 0 M-F+ M is a (co)homology equivalence for all 
M, by Example 0.3.3. 
Example 2.1.3. Let f : G + H be a group surmorphism. Denote by K the kernel of 
f: Then by Proposition 0.3.13, we know that [Dfl is a K(K, 1) space and therefore f
is a (co)homology equivalence iff llyl is acyclic. In particular, N is perfect. 
Now let f: M -W N be a fixed surmorphism of monoids. The adjective f-singular, 
when applied to any subset U E M possibly with structure, will mean thatfrestricted 
to M - U is injective. For instance, we may speak of f-singular ideals, J-classes, 
H-classes, etc. 
Let I s M be anf-singular ideal of M. Also, let C denote the full subcategory of 
N//M generated by all arrows between the set of objects K’. Then note that we have 
the following diagram of functors: 
where K =f(l). Then we have the following important theorem. 
Theorem 2.1.4. If f restricted to I’ is a (co)homology equivalence, then f is a 
(co)homology equivalence. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.1.1, we see that if the restriction offto I’ is a (co)homology 
equivalence, then I K ‘//I’ ) is acyclic. 
We claim that this implies that ICI is acyclic. By Theorem 1.1.1, we have a spectral 
sequence associated with T:K’//I’ + C whose Ei,, term is H,(Cop, H,DT) and 
whose termination is Hp+q((K’//I’I, Z). To prove the first claim, we show that 
Ei,, = H,(K’//I’, H,DT) = 0 for q > 0. When k = 1 E Obj(C), note that 
DT(l) 1: I.//Z’, and so H,DT(l) = 0 for all q > 0. For every 1 # k E Obj(C) = K’, we 
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Z,DT p, * Z,DT/: 
4 /I 
Kerd,((DT 
4 
1 z,DT/A,(DT(~) - 
I/ 4 
Kerd,(lDTI)/A,(DT(k)- 
/ 
il 
-HDT 4 
Q4 
hl n(aq-1) 
Q2 
p3 ‘> Z,DT/(Im(a,,,)+A,(DT(k>)) 
I/ 
J2 
P4 -rel(H,DT) 
Fig. 1 
have a projection functor P(k):DT(k) + M//I’ given by P(k) (m, kf(m)) = m on 
objects and P(k) (k’: (ml, kf(ml)) + (mz, kf(mz)) = k’: ml + mz on arrows. Since I is 
an ideal, we see that P(k) is a categorical isomorphism. Thus we can represent an 
element g E H,(C, H,DT) in the following way: 
F ( - l)Bi9’k’9’[ l’;‘, . . . , l:“], C ( - l)“k’[mi, . . . ,mbl , 
i > 
where Cj( - l)@* jm'* j[l’* j, . . . , liqj] represents an element in 
H,(IDT(k,)l,Z) = H,(IM//Z’I,Z) and m,:k,_l --) k,. 
Furthermore, H,DT : C + All is given in the following way: suppose m : kl + k2 is 
anarrowinCand&( - l)“‘m’[l~, . . . ,161 represents an element of H,DT(kJ. Then 
H,DT(m) 
(i 
C( - l)“‘m’[li, . . . ,151 = C( - l)“‘mm’[l~, . . . ,151 
and it is easy to see that this is independent of choice of representatives. 
Since 11’//1’1 is acyclic, we have by the long exact homology sequence for 
(lZ’//I’lZ, IM//Z’I) that HJIM//Z’l, Z) N H,(IM//I’I, IZ’//Z’I, Z). Now, consider the 
diagram in ABC” shown in Fig. 1. 
Here: (1) Z,DT: Cop + AB is given by Z,DT (k) = ZNDT(k) (q), the free abelian 
group on elements of the form m[ 1 1, 1 z, . . . , lq] with li E I. (2) A,(DT(k) denotes the 
subgroup of ZNDT (k) (q) generated by elements of the form 1 [11, l,, . . . , lq] with 
1 E I. (3) Im(d,+ i) is the image of d,, 1 : Z,, IDT (k) + Z,DT (k). (4) Ker(a,) is the 
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kernel of d,:Z,DT(k) + Z,-lDT(k). (5) rel(H,DT) = HJlM//I’(, 11’//l’I,Z). 
(6) The arrows in C act on all of the above functors by left multiplication just as in the 
above description for H,DT. Note in particular that we used the fact that I is an ideal 
for the fact that the lower commutative square is really in ABCoP. 
Now, by tensoring the above diagram over Cop with the resolution given by the 
GKNT adjunction as in Section 0, we obtain a corresponding commutative diagram 
of chain complexes. For simplicity denote by {G,, a,} the resolution given by GKNT. 
Then consider z E Z,DT @P G,+ 1 given by 
z = C( - l)@‘,‘[li;j, . . . ,li’], C( - I)%‘[& . . . ,m;,m;iJ 
i i 
It is clear that 
j, @cop G (Qh OP G,(d) = P3 OP GJQ, %pGp4,+ I(Z)). 
Thus since Q4 is an isomorphism, we see that c = 0 in homology. 
Our next step is to show that S : C + N//M induces an epimorphism on homology. 
Suppose n [ml, m2, . . . ,mJ E Z,N//M with n > 1. Then choose m of-i(n). We see 
that 
8p+l(lCm,ml,m2, . . . ,qJ)=nCmI,mz, . . . ,m,l +z, 
where z E A~(N//M). Thus if 0 E HP( 1 N//M 1, Z), then we can find a representative for 
it of the following form: 
x =I( - l)“‘l[m’;, . . . ,mjJ. 
Now since a,(x) = 0, we see that for each i, there is a j so thatf(m’) [mi, . . . , mb] = 
f(mj)[mi, . . . , mj,]. In particular, we may assume that m’ # mj. But this means that 
mi, mj E I, since I was assumed to be f-singular. Since I is an ideal, we see that 
x E Z,(C), which is what we wanted to prove. Thus we see that I N//MI is acyclic and 
by Theorem 2.1.4, f is a (co)homology equivalence. lJ 
One sees by examining the proof that actually more was proved, namely Proposi- 
tion 2.15 
Proposition 2.15 Suppose f: M -W N is a surmorphism and Z is an f-singular ideal. Then 
the functor U : K.//I’ -+ NJfM induces an epimorphism on homology in Z coefiicients. 
Corollary 2.1.6. lff is not a homology equivalence, then the restriction off to I’ is not 
homology equivalence. 
2.2. Null surmorphisms are (co)homology equivalences 
A surmorphism f : M -H N is said to be a maximal proper surmorphism (or MPS for 
short) if there do not exist nonidentity surmorphisms g : M + L and h : t ++ N such 
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thatf= hg. In [7] it is shown that for finite monoids, every surmorphism factors into 
MPSs and in fact there are precisely ten types of MPSs. Intuitively, the various types 
reflect the fact that different3singular A-classes arise, where A is one of the Green’s 
relations, and thesef-singular classes may be regular or null. 
It is known from [7] that every MPS has precisely one or twof-singular J-classes. 
For a given MPS, f: A4+ N, we will denote by If the ideal generated by the 
f-singular J-classes. We will also denote by J, a maximal)singular J-class. 
Definition 2.2.1. An MPS f: M--H N is said to be null iff- ’ (f(Jf)) is a union of null 
J-classes. 
Remark. Using the notation in [7], it is easy to see that null MPSs are precisely those 
of type I(n), II(n), II(n), III(n > n), and IV. 
Definition 2.2.2. Any surmorphism f: M -B N that factors into null MPSs is called 
a null surmorphism. 
Theorem 2.2.3. Let f: M--H N be a null MPS. Then f is a (co)homoZogy equivalence. 
Corollary 2.2.4. A null surmorphism is a (co)homology equivalence. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2.3. Let K, = f (If). Denote by g : 1; -B K j the restriction of f to 
Z>. Then by Theorem 2.1.4. it is enough to show that g is a (co)homology equivalence. 
To this end, we actually prove something stronger, the following chain. 
Claim. IDgl = IK;//I;l is contractible. 
Define L, = f (Jf) and W, = f - '(Lr). Define choice functions as follows. 
Case 1: f is of type III(n > n). Then for each n E L,, choose m, E f -l(n) - J,. 
Case 2: f is not of type III(n > n). Then for each n E L,, choose m, E f-‘(n). 
In both these cases, denote by c this choice function. 
Let B Arrows(Dg) be given by the following set: 
B={m:l- s(m)lm E Wf - c(Lf)). 
We claim G, given by Obj(G,) = Obj(Dg) and Arr(G,) = Arr(Dg) - B is a sub- 
category of Dg. In fact, the only thing that needs verification is that if c(n) : 1 + n and 
m : n -+ rig(m)) are given, then c(n)m : 1 -+ rig(m)) is the only arrow from 1 to ng(m). But 
this follows from the fact that W, is a union of f-singular null J-classes. 
Now note that 1 is an initial object in G,, so by Corollary 0.3.7 we see that I G,I is 
contractible. We next consider the (relative CW) NDR pair (IDg I, IG,]). By the long 
exact sequence of homotopy groups associated with this pair we thus see that 
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rci(lDgl N ni(lDgl, lG,l) for all i. In particular, rcl(lDgl) N nl(lDgl, lG,l). But 
rcl( lDg1, 1 G,l) is generated by 1-simplices indexed by arrows of the form 
m: 1 + f(m) E B. However, these 1-simplices are bound by 2-simplices indexed by 
diagrams of the following form: 
1 --I”, f(m) m’ -f( m’) such that l- m f(m)E B. 
This follows from the fact that nullity of W, implies that mm’: 1 + f(mm’) is an arrow 
in G,. Thus we see that 
~1(lW) = n(l&lv IW = 0. 
By the Hurewicz Theorem, IDg I will be contractible if it is acyclic (which is what we 
originally wanted to prove). Now, by the Key Lemma, Hi( 1 Dgl, Z) = Hi(l>, ZKj) for 
i > 0. Let A, = I> - Wj = Kj - Lj and consider the monoids W;v {x} and 
Lju {x} where mn = x if m, n # 1. We have following commutative diagram: 
5 ’ K> 
I I 
I;u{x} - w-44 
This induces a corresponding diagram of short exact sequences of right ZZ; modules 
(see Fig. 2). We claim that by the four indicated isomorphisms, it will be enough to 
show that ZfX induces an isomorphism on homology. For suppose this were the case. 
Then considering the lower part of the diagram, we obtain an associated morphism of 
long exact homology sequences as in Fig. 3. Then if HJZfx) is an isomorphism, so is 
Hp(gl). But then this implies that HP(g2) is an isomorphism and thus so is H,(Zg). 
Since H,(Zj, ZZj) = 0, we would be done by the Key Lemma. 
Now consider the functor 
fx: W;u{x}//I; + L,;u{x}//Ij. 
Then notice that, by the nullity assumption, Dfx(m) N Z>//Z; if m # 1. This implies 
that the E2 p, 4 term of the spectral sequence associated with this functor is 0 if q > 0 and 
p > 0. We also have 
E;.o = E,,o = &dI~j~{xI//V~ Z) and EC,, = KAIDfxV)L -0 
Note that any CJ E H,( 1Lju {x}//Z;I, Z) can be written in the form 
0 = C( - l)“‘l[mi, . . . ,mb]. (*) 
Since a,(o) = 0 we see that for every i > 0, there existsj so that f (m’) [ml;, . . . , mb] = 
f (ml) [mj, . . . ,mi]. Thus we can write (*) in the following form: 
I( - l)“‘(l[ml,m\, . . . ,mf] - l[m;‘,mi, . . . ,mb]) 
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g2 
ZI", /ZA, z. ZK; /ZA; 
Fig. 2 
withf(m’) =f(m”). Note that Eg,,_I = EE,,_I if p < q - 1. 
Furthermore, d4,, o : E4q;01 --) E4,~,‘_ 1 is given by 
d,,. x(-l)“‘(l[m’,,m$ ,..., mi]-l[m;‘,m’,, . . . . mi]) 
> 
= C ( - l)“(m\, m;‘) [mjz, . . . ,m:], 
I 
where (mi, m;‘) E Obj(DT(1)). But this map is clearly onto, and we see that 
&_ 1 = 0. Thus, by induction, in the limit we have Ez, o = Hp( lL>u {x)//Z> I, Z) = 
HP( 1 W;u {x)//l> 1, Z). We are then done by the Key Lemma since this implies that 
Zfx induces an isomorphism on homology. 0 
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. . . -f&,(Z;.z) -HP ,(Z;GW;Wt)) - H,+,(Z;.Z(L;U{x}IZ) - . . . 
Fig. 3 
2.3. The type III (N > R) case 
Proposition 2.3.1. Supposef: M-H N is a type III(N > R) MPS. Zf 2' is an acyclic ZZ; 
module, then f is a (co)homology equivalence. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1.4, it is enough to show thatfrestricted to Z> is a (co)homology 
equivalence. To this end, we show that ZKj is ZZ; acyclic where Kj =f(l;). Note 
that K, can be identified with the deal strictly J below J,, which is the maximal 
f-singular J-class. 
Consider the following short exact sequence of ZZ; modules: 
o- ZK,- zz,-+ zz,/ ZK, - 0. 
Now, by nullity, it is clear that ZZ,/ZK, can be identified with the k-fold direct sum of 
z”, z” + ... + Z”, where k is the cardinality of J,. We first claim that any direct sum 
of Z”‘s is acyclic. Consider the short exact sequence of ZZ; modules: 
o-z 0 -z”+zo-z -0. 0 
By the long exact sequence associated with this, we see that Z” + Z” is acyclic. Then 
suppose the p-fold direct sum Z” + ... + Z” is acyclic. Then by the exact sequence 
o-(ZO + ... +ZO)- (ZO + ... + ZO) + z” - z” - 0. 
we see that (Z” + ... + Z”) + Z” is acyclic. This completes the induction. Thus we 
see that ZK, + ZZ, induces an isomorphism on homology by the long exact 
sequence. 
Now consider the following morphism of short exact sequences: 
o- zz,- zz; -z”-0 
I I I 
0- ZK,- ZKj- Z 0 ----+ 0 
By the induced morphism of long exact homology sequences associated with this 
diagram, we see that ZKj is acyclic. 0 
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